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Abstract 
Network simulations play an important role for developing new architecture 
since it can offer low-cost environment. Since the constituents of wireless net-
works, especially of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs), are not stationary, 
mobility models greatly affect the performance of wireless network systems. 
However, there is a tradeoff between the reality of mobility models and the cost 
for their complexity. 
Therefore, I propose Urban Pedestrian Flows (UPF) mobility model. This 
model targets the reproduction of the walking behavior of pedestrians in city 
sections, shopping malls and so on using simple observations. In the modeling of 
real city sections, we only need the average densities of pedestrians on certain 
streets, which can be obtained by fixed point observations, while many of the 
existing realistic models require Origin-Destination flows. Given the average 
densities of pedestrians on certain streets, and a set of walking paths pedestrians 
are likely to follow, the method estimates flows of pedestrians. The maximum 
error between the observed density and the derived density is minimized using 
linear programming techniques to reproduce realistic movement of pedestrians. 
In the experiment, pedestrians in a 500 m x 500 m area in front of a large train 
station in Osaka were modeled and the maximum error between the observed 
densities and the derived densities was only 8.68 %. Moreover, I have conducted 
some experiments to clarify the characteristics of the UPF mobility compared 
with the random-based mobility, and have given two case-studies to investigate 
the influence of the UPF mobility on the performance of wireless networks. 
I also propose some useful methods for mobile wireless network simulation, 
which are integrated into our wireless network simulator called MobiREAL. One 
of the main features of the MobiREAL simulator is the mobility description 
model called the Condition Probability Event (CPE) model. A walking person's 
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relational behavior toward the surroundings can be described by this model, 
e.g., adjusting walking speeds and directions to avoid collision with neighbors 
and obstacles and stopping at a traffic signal. Also, the CPE model takes in-
puts and outputs of network applications into its description space, thus we 
can describe reactions to the results of the network applications, e.g., a mobile 
node's detour in response to traffic jam information received through networks. 
The role of the CPE model is the extension of the basic mobility model like 
UPF and random way-point. This model allows simulator users to incorporate 
a microscopic behavior model into a given macroscopic model to enhance the 
reality and to change a part of mobility depending on the situation without com-
plex coding. I show an evaluation example of an information diffusion protocol 
with MANET in which the movement paths of some nodes can be dynamically 
changed depending on the network application status according to given CPE 
description. 
Real-time network simulation is often utilized for evaluating real protocols 
and applications, and human's perception of the applications. In this research, I 
propose a real-time simulation technique by prioritizing some simulation events 
to satisfy their real-timeliness. I focus on the difference of the time-scale between 
the packet simulation events and the mobility simulation events, and let the 
MobiREAL simulator process the packet simulation events prior to the mobility 
simulation events. Through the experiments, I show that the proposed method 
can reduce the average delay of the prioritized events by up to 25% while keeping 
the location error which is caused by the delay of mobility simulation events 
small enough. 
The real-time simulation function of the MobiREAL simulator also enables 
the run-time manual operation of node mobility with the visualized simulation 
status. Debugs and tests of new protocols and applications still depend on devel-
opers' intuition, especially in the early stage of the development. This function 
allows simulator users to construct simulation scenarios intuitively and flexibly 
and thus enhances the efficiency of debugging and testing in the development. I 
show an example that the run-time operation function is used for the evaluation 
of the DSR routing protocol. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Wireless networks are necessary in the current society and have been improved in 
various aspects: smaller terminals, longer battery lifetime, faster transmission 
and so on. Network simulations play an important role for developing new 
architecture since it can offer low-cost environment for the design, analyze, 
validate and evaluate new protocols and applications without real terminals 
and networks. There are many researches considering the fidelity of the network 
simulation to reduce a gap between the simulation and the real world. Some 
of them are for the mobility models in the wireless network simulations. Since 
the constituents of wireless networks, especially of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks 
(MANETs), are not stationary, mobility models greatly affect the performance 
of wireless network systems [1-5]. 
In this paper, we introduce a mobility model called Urban Pedestrian Flows 
for simulation of wireless networks in city section environment, and a wireless 
network simulator called MobiREAL which incorporates some useful functions 
for the mobile wireless network simulations: a relational mobility description 
model called Condition Probability Event and a run-time mobility operation 
function under the real-time simulation. 
The reality of mobility models is an important factor for the evaluation 
of the performance of wireless network protocols and applications. However, 
there is a tradeoff between the reality of mobility models and the cost for their 
complexity. In particular, modeling movement of real nodes (e.g., pedestrians) 
with high fidelity for the evaluation of town-wide deployed networks requires 
detailed observation or surveY of those people moving from place to place along 
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streets. Obviously such observation cannot be easily carried out due to cost, 
privacy and other reasons. 
Therefore, we propose the Urban Pedestrian Flows (UPF) mobility model. 
This model is aimed at reproducing the walking behavior of pedestrians in city 
sections, shopping malls and so on using simple observations. Because most 
of the existing realistic mobility models target cellular networks or hotspots of 
wireless LANs in which networks are not so dynamic compared to the MANETs 
and mobile sensor networks, walking paths are abstracted in those models. How-
ever, my proposed UPF model reproduces pedestrians' walking behavior along 
streets in city sections. This model considers reality of mobility in two aspects; 
pedestrians walk along the one of the given walking paths, and under the con-
straint, the flow rate of each path is derived to well match given density on 
each road. Thus, the UPF model is suitable for the evaluation of MANETs and 
sensor networks. In the modeling of real city sections, we only need the aver-
age densities of pedestrians on certain streets, which can be obtained by fixed 
point observations, while many of the existing realistic models require Origin-
Destination flows. Given the average densities of pedestrians on certain streets, 
and a set of walking paths pedestrians are likely to follow, the method esti-
mates flows of pedestrians. The maximum error between the observed density 
and the derived density is minimized using linear programming techniques to 
reproduce realistic movement of pedestrians. In the experiment, two persons 
have measured the average densities of pedestrians on 33 streets in a 500 m x 
500 m area in front of a large train station in Osaka for about a half hour. The 
maximum error between the observed densities and the derived densities was 
only 8.68 %. To clarify the character of UPF mobility, we have compared UPF 
mobility and random-based mobility by measuring some metrics that character-
ize mobility and connectivity of network topology graph presented in Ref. [2]. 
The performance of the DSR routing protocol with both mobility models is also 
shown. Moreover, we show the influence of the characteristics of UPF mobility 
on the performance of wireless networks through two case-studies, real-time data 
streaming from a stationary base station to a mobile client via MANET, and 
a mobility management protocol for wireless mesh networks using the mobility 
prediction. Through these experiments, we have investigated the influence of 
the node mobility on the performance of MANET protocols and have shown the 
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the MobiREAL simulator 
application and the usefulness of the UPF model. 
In addition to the above mobility model, we propose some useful methods 
for mobile wireless network simulation, which are integrated into the wireless 
network simulator MobiREAL. Fig. 1.1 shows the overview of the MobiREAL 
simulator. MobiREAL supports the UPF mobility model and offers a GUI tool 
to help generation of UPF scenarios. MobiREAL simulator supports both real-
time simulation and genuine simulation so that real application codes on real 
mobile terminals can be connected to a simulated network of MobiREAL. 
One of the main features of the MobiREAL simulator is the mobility de-
scription model called the Condition Probability Event (CPE) model. A walk-
ing person's relational behavior toward the surroundings can be described by 
this model, e.g., adjusting walking speeds and directions to avoid collision with 
neighbors and obstacles, and stopping at a traffic signal. Also, the CPE model 
takes inputs and outputs of network applications into its description space, 
which allows describing reactions to the results of the network applications, e.g., 
a mobile node's detour in response to traffic jam information received through 
networks. The mobility and the network status affect each other in this situation 
because the change of movement causes the change of network topology, thus 
the different performance may be obtained. This model allows simulator users 
to integrate various behavio~ models in the network simulation without complex 
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coding. The role of the CPE model is the extension of the basic mobility model 
like UPF and random way-point. Users can incorporate a microscopic behavior 
model into a given macroscopic model to enhance the reality and can change 
a part of mobility depending on the situation to create an objective simulation 
scenario. As long as we know, this is the first approach that focuses on such 
interdependency between mobility and network. 
The CPE model requires the interaction between the mobility simulation 
module and the network application simulation module. we implemented the 
CPE simulation module including the mobility simulation module as a sepa-
rete program (behavior simulator) from a network simulation module (network 
simulator), and prepared the interface to the network simulator with the socket 
communication considering the compatibility with the existing simulators. The 
MobiREAL simulator is developed by extending the network simulator GT-
NetS [6] to cooperate with the behavior simulator. The behavior simulator and 
some GUI tools of MobiREAL can be utilized for other network simulators with 
slight extension, or without extension in case of using a trace-based mobility 
model supported by most network simulators. We show an evaluation exam-
ple of an information diffusion protocol with MANET in which the movement 
paths of some nodes can be dynamically changed depending on the network 
application status according to given CPE description. 
Real-time network simulation is often utilized for evaluating real protocols 
and applications, and human's perception of the applications. Some simulators 
and emulators are developed for such a purpose. In this research, we propos!') a 
real-time simulation technique by prioritizing some simulation events to satisfy 
their real-timeliness and implemented it into the MobiREAL simulator. We 
focus on the difference of the time-scale between the packet simulation events 
and the mobility simulation events, and let the MobiREAL simulator process 
the packet simulation events prior to the mobility simulation events. Through 
the experiments, we show that the proposed method can reduce the average 
delay of the prioritized events by up to 25% while keeping the location error 
which is cased by the delay of mobility simulation events small enough. 
The benefit brought by the real-time simulation is not only the cooperation 
with real codes but also the run-time manual operation of node mobility with 
the visualized simulation status. Manual operation function with the visualized 
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simulation status allows simulator users to construct simulation scenario intu-
itively and flexibly and thus enhances the efficiency of debugging and testing in 
the development. Debugs and tests of the new protocols and applications still 
depend on developers' intuition, especially in the early stage of the development. 
The run-time operation function helps developers to create the scenario, e.g., for 
the validation of time-critical and state-critical behavior. A typical example is 
assessment of multi-hop MANET routing strategy; we may want to disconnect 
established routes by removing a relay node in various situations for testing 
the reliability of the route repair process. It is hard to predict on which node 
the route is established if the protocol contains various artifices, e.g., multiple 
routes and route caches strategies. We often have to try and repeat simulations 
many times to reach an objective scenario. The run-time operation function of 
MobiREAL simulator helps such a process, e.g., the visualized simulation sta-
tus helps to understand the progress of simulations and the manual operation 
and the immediate reflection of the change cuts-down the cost of the repeating 
simulations. The animator of MobiREAL can be used to show the real-time 
progress of simulations. This tool can animate the movement of nodes, network 
topology, packet propagation and so on, and can also show statistical infor-
mation like node density and packet error ratio observed in each sub-region. 
The run-time operation of nodes' movements and the simulation progress can 
be done through this tool. We show an example that the run-time operation 
function is used for the evaluation of the DSR routing protocol. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 explains the Urban 
Pedestrian Flows mobility model with related experiments. Chapter 3 shows 
the Condition Probability Event model with an application example. Chapter 
4 explains the design and architecture of MobiREAL simulator; in particular, 
the cooperation between the behavior simulator and the network simulator for 
the CPE model and the implementation for the real-time simulation and the 
run-time operation is explained. The performance of MobiREAL simulator is 
also shown. Chapter 5 describes the proposed real-time simulation technique. 
Chapter 6 concludes this paper and outlines further research issues. 
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Chapter 2 
Urban Pedestrian Flows 
Mobility Model for Wireless 
Network Simulations 
In this chapter, we introduce Urban Pedestrian Flows (UPF) Mobility Model. 
This model considers the reality of mobility in two aspects, walking paths of 
pedestrians and the distribution of the density on each road. Pedestrians walk 
along the one of the specified paths. Under the above constraint, the flow rate 
of each path is derived to well match specified density using linear programming 
(LP) techniques. We describe related works in Section 2.1 and details of UPF 
model in Section 2.2. A modeling example and some metrics of the UPF mobility 
and the random-based mobility that characterize mobility and connectivity of 
network topology graph are shown in Section 2.3, and two case studies are shown 
in Section 2.4. 
2.1 Related Work 
We often use simple mobility models such as the Random Way Point (RWP) 
model [7] in free space for simulating MANET protocols. This is because such 
simple mobility models are commonly available in many simulators and there-
fore can be a common environment for comparative experiments. Several ana-
lytical results have been presented for the RWP model and its variants [8-18]. 
In [8], Bettstetter presents a variant of RWP where nodes can change their di-
rections smoothly, keeping the same analytical properties as RWP. In [9], Chu 
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and Nikolaidis address that the node density of RWP is non-uniform and that 
the non-uniformity depends on the speed of nodes. In [10], Rojas et al. show 
that the Cauchy distributions and the chi-square distributions can model the 
deployment of locations and residual pause times of waypoints more accurately 
than uniform distributions and exponential distributions, respectively. In [11], 
Hyytia et al. derive an expression that represents the nodes' position distri-
bution of RWP in an arbitrary convex domain and propose the RWPB model 
that forms contrastive distribution with RWP. In [12], Yo on et al. focus on the 
velocities of nodes in RWP and prove that the harmful effects are observed in 
the performance evaluation before reaching the steady-state. Yoon et al. also 
present the "sound mobility model" based on the RWP model in [13]. This 
model is designed to maintain the average velocities of nodes to exclude the 
harmful effects. In [17], McGuire derives the stationary distribution of nodes 
for a general class of mobility models. In [18], Nain et al. analyze the stationary 
distribution of nodes in the random direction model and describe its usefulness 
compared with RWP. 
There are many methodologies that synthesize mobility models from ob-
served data and geography information to pursue reality [19-24]. In [19], Jar-
dosh et al. introduce obstacles (i.e., buildings) and pathways in a given simula-
tion field. A pathway between any two obstacles can automatically be generated 
using a Voronoi graph computation algorithm. The research group also provides 
plug-ins for GloMoSim [25] and ns-2 [26] simulators to utilize the proposed mo-
bility. In [20], Hollick et al. propose a macroscopic mobility model for wireless 
metropolitan area networks, where a simulation field is divided into multiple 
zones with different attributes such as workplace, commercial and recreation 
zones. Also, each mobile node has an attribute of resident, worker, consumer 
or student. Given trips with destinations for user nodes, an existing urban 
transportation planning technique is used to estimate the user density in each 
zone. In [21], Hsu et al. present the WWP (Weighted Way Point) model. The 
WWP model defines a set of crowded regions such as cafeterias and buildings 
at a university. Given a distribution of pause times for each region and a tran-
sition probability of nodes for each pair of regions, it uses a Markov model to 
model nodes' movement between these regions. For vehicular ad hoc networks, 
a technique to reproduce realistic mobility of vehicles in ns-2 is proposed in [22]. 
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Group-based mobility models also capture some aspects of realistic movement. 
In [23], Musolesi et al. propose a group-based mobility model based on social 
networks of individual users. Also, several group-based mobility models are 
proposed in [24]. 
There is some research analyzing the relationship between network traf-
fic and the behavior of users by tracing user behaviors on wireless networks. 
In [27], Kotz and Essien analyze user behavior patterns by collecting traces of 
2,000 users for 11 weeks at 476 wireless APs distributed in 161 buildings at 
Dartmouth College. They found interesting characteristics of traffic depend-
ing on time and location. The authors of [28-30] have also collected similar 
traces from wireless network users in a metropolitan area wireless network at 
the SIGCOMM2001 conference location and in three large corporate buildings, 
respectively. In [31], Thajchayapong and Peha obtained traces from the IEEE 
802.11-based system at the Carnegie Mellon University campus. Contrary to 
most researchers' expectations, the cell residence times do not form an exponen-
tial distribution. In [32], McNett and Voelker analyze the mobility patterns of 
users of wireless hand-held PDAs in a campus wireless network and synthesize 
the "campus waypoint model" that serves as a trace-based complement to the 
RWP model. Also, Kim et al. extract user mobility characteristics from wireless 
network traces and present a mobility model based on the characteristics in [33]. 
These research efforts aim at getting knowledge on capacity planning and AP 
arrangement for building next-generation large-scale mobile network infrastruc-
tures. However, they require some wireless network infrastructures and a very 
large amount of information collection to produce a mobility scenario. 
Many realistic mobility models including my proposed methodology have 
intended to model the environment in the real world. My proposed methodology 
is closest to the work presented in [19-21], which tries to reproduce the real 
world's geography and movement of nodes. These methodologies require some 
observation of user behaviors in a target region, but the simplicity of observation 
is an important factor because a large amount of human and system resources 
are required to collect complete information about users' behavior. Therefore, 
we propose a methodology to reproduce urban pedestrian flows from the density 
of nodes. Densities of pedestrians can be obtained by fixed-point observation 
using cameras and therefore it is easier than measuring transition probabilities 
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among hotspots, which is assumed by the methods presented in [20,21]. The 
UPF model considers the node density to reproduce the nodes' moving flows 
over streets, while many existing models use the node density at the hotspots 
(Le. major points) to reproduce the nodes' transitions among them. The UPF 
model possibly fails to accurately reproduce the transition probability among 
the major points, but can reproduce realistic flows on streets in the city section, 
which are abstracted in those existing models. 
2.2 Deriving Urban Pedestrian Flows 
To generate a UPF scenario, we give a street map of the simulation field as 
a graph called a street graph, and possible paths of pedestrians on the street 
graph. We also give average densities of pedestrians on some streets. These 
densities can be simply obtained by fixed-point observations and so on. Then 
for each path, we calculate the number of pedestrians that come into the path 
per unit of time (this number is called flow rate) using a linear programming 
(LP) technique, where the maximum error between the density obtained from 
the observation and that derived from the LP solution is minimized. Using the 
derived flow rates, the UPF scenario generation tool generates a UPF scenario 
that can be used in the MobiREAL simulator. This will be described later. 
2.2.1 User Inputs 
Simulation Field 
A simulation field may contain polygons that represent obstacles such as build-
ings and an undirected street graph G = (V, E) where V and E represent ge-
ographic points and streets, respectively (Fig. 2.1). The geographic points are 
set at intersections and entrances to buildings, stations, terminals, underpasses, 
shopping centers and so on. For each edge eij E E, the width Wij of the street 
is also given. 
Pedestrians' Paths 
In urban areas, many types of pedestrians are walking around for different 
purposes. Commuters usually get off trains and go straight to their transfer 
points or offices. Shoppers visit their favorite shops and remain for a while. We 
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Figure 2,1: Simulation field and street graph, 
estimate the possible walking paths of pedestrians and represent them as a set 
R of acyclic paths on street graph G. Each path starts and ends at vertices 
that can be starting points and destinations like stations and buildings. We 
note that if a path contains a loop, we may regard this loop as another path 
and separate it from the original path. Then we can avoid loops even though 
the given paths contain them. 
It may be difficult to enumerate all of the possible paths. Therefore, we may 
use the following simple enumeration. In general, pedestrians are considered to 
walk along the shortest paths. So, we specify some points where many people 
appear or disappear (e.g. stations and shops) and compute the shortest path 
for every pair of these points. For each path computation, we can choose one of 
several options case by case. For example, considering the fact that people tend 
to walk along major streets, we put some weights that prioritize these streets 
in the shortest path construction algorithm. 
Observed Density of Pedestrians 
Next, we have to determine a flow rate of each path, that is, the number of 
pedestrians that come into the path per unit of time. We give the densities on 
some streets measured in the real world and derive flow rates based on these 
values. We let EM(c;;. E) denote the set of edges on which densities of pedestrians 
are observed. For each edge eij E EM, we let Dij denote the observed density 
on the edge. 
In general, for the node density d on an edge, the pedestrian rate g on the 
edge (Le., the number of pedestrians going into the edge per second), the speed 
v of pedestrians on the edge and the width w of the edge, the following equation 
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holds. 
d _ g(person/s) (person/m 2 ) -
W(m) • V(m/s) 
(2.1) 
It is known that the speed of a pedestrian follows the negative increase of density. 
Therefore, 
v = -k· d+va (2.2) 
where k and Va are positive constants. Here, Va is the average speed of the 
pedestrian in a sparse area. Also on any (very) crowded street, a particular 
density (say Dmax) was observed when the speeds of pedestrians are very close 
to O. Therefore, from (2.2), we obtain 
-k . Dmax + Va = 0 (2.3) 
Finally, from equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain the following pedestrian 
rate calculation function G from the density d and width W of the edge. 
g = G(d,w) = Va' W· d. (1- _d_) 
Dmax 
(2.4) 
We should select streets to observe by considering the characteristics of the 
field geography and the desired preciseness of the reproduction. The solution 
will become more precise if we obtain more information about densities. We 
evaluate the relationship between the number of streets and the preciseness of 
the result in Section 2.3.2. 
2.2.2 Determining Flow Rates 
Next, we describe the algorithm to derive flow rates from the observed pedestrian 
density. Given an undirected graph G, the width Wij of each edge eij E E, a set 
R of paths, and the observed density Dij on each edge eij E EM, the algorithm 
derives the flow rate of each path in R, minimizing the maximum error between 
the derived and observed densities on the edges. 
To formulate this problem as an LP problem, we introduce a variable !k 
representing the flow rate of path rk E R and a variable gij representing the 
pedestrian rate on edge eij E E. We also introduce a variable 0, which means the 
maximum error of the derived pedestrian rate from the corresponding pedestrian 
rate given by equation (2.4). 
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For each edge eij, its pedestrian rate is the sum of flow rates on eij. There-
fore, the following equation holds. 
Veij E E; gij = (2.5) 
The following inequality limits the errors of derived pedestrian rates by 6, where 
function G is given by equation (2.4). 
V .. E E . -6 < G(Dij , W ij ) - gij <_ 6 
e,) M, - G(Dij , W ij ) (2.6) 
Also pedestrian rate gij has an upper limit derived from the nature of function 
G. From the definition of Gin (2.4), 
gij = G(dij , W ij ) 
= Va . W ij . dij . ( 1 - D~ax) 
Va· Wij 2 
= - dij + Va . Wij . ~j Dmax 
Va· W ij (d .. _ DmaX )2 Va· W ij . Dmax 
D ') 2 + 4 max 
is obtained. Knowing that Va, W ij and Dmax are all positive constants, the 
following inequality is obtained. 
Va . W ij . Dmax 
9ij :::; --'-----"-4--- (2.7) 
Our objective is to minimize the maximum error 6. Under constraints (2.5), 
(2.6) and (2.7), the objective function is defined as follows. 
min6 (2.8) 
By solving this LP problem, we obtain the flow rate !k for each path Tk E R 
minimizing the maximum error 6 of the derived pedestrian rates. Using the 
derived flow rates, a UPF mobility scenario that can be used in MobiREAL is 
generated automatically by the UPF scenario generation tool. The details of 
this tool are given in Section 4.2.2. In the scenario, we generate node instances 
following the derived flow rate fk, and the nodes walk along the path Tk. A 
path with flow rate 0 means that there is no pedestrian flow along the path. 
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2.3 Experiments 
We have carried out several experiments. My objective is three-fold. First, we 
would like to confirm that my UPF methodology and the related MobiREAL 
toolset can model the pedestrians' flows in the real world with high fidelity, 
without a great deal of manpower. For this purpose, we conducted fixed-point 
observation in downtown Osaka and derived the pedestrians' flows. The result 
of this experiment given in Section 2.3.1 has shown that my scheme could re-
produce a position distribution very similar to the observed ones. Second, we 
would like to evaluate the impact of the amount of given density information 
in the derivation of the UPF scenario in Section 2.3.2. Section 2.3.3 clarifies 
characteristics of UPF model by comparing some metrics of UPF mobility and 
random-based mobility. 
2.3.1 Fidelity of Reproduced Pedestrian Flows 
We have measured the node density on each street in downtown Osaka. Using 
the obtained data, we have determined pedestrian flows based on my UPF tech-
nique described in Section 2.2 to see the similarity of the derived and observed 
density of pedestrians. 
Two students observed the node density on the streets beginning at 14:00 on 
Sunday. At each observation point, we just took a photo with a digital camera, 
so the observation period itself was an instant. Next, we measured the width 
and length of the street captured in the photo. Finally, we calculated the density 
of pedestrians using those values and ~he number of pedestrians in the photo. 
The obtained data is shown in Table 2.1. The map of downtown Osaka with the 
corresponding street graph is shown in Fig. 2.2. The size of the field is 500 m 
x 500 m and the graph includes 35 vertices and 44 edges. It took two students 
only about a half hour to obtain the average densities on the 43 streets. 
As candidates for nodes' source or sink points (destination points), we se-
lected 21 points located near shops, major intersections with subway entrances 
and the border of the field. We calculated the shortest path for each pair of the 
21 destination points, and thus 210 routes were found as a total. We assumed 
that Vo = 1.39 m/ sand Dmax = 1.4 person/m2. Then we constructed 130 lin-
ear constraints that included 253 parameters (variables). lp_solve [34] was used 
to solve the given LP prob~em and the solving time was less than one second. 
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. station· 
Figure 2.2: Downtown Osaka. 
We show the result in Table 2.2. When we obtained the solution of the LP 
problem, the maximum error, which was minimized in the LP problem, was 9.09 
% (0.102 person/s) and the mean error was 8.74 % (0.030 person/s). We would 
like to note that since there is no absolute benchmark to compare with, there 
is no way to thoroughly show the fidelity of this result. However, in the general 
consensus we can say that this error is in the acceptable range. 
These simulation settings and the obtained UPF mobility were also used in 
the experiments described in the following subsection. 
2.3.2 Density Specified Ratio and Reproduction Quality 
of Derived Flows 
In this experiment, we evaluated the impact of the amount of given density 
information on the accuracy of UPF mobility. We observed the node densities 
on the 43 streets as mentioned in Section 2.3.1. In this section, we used the part 
of the observed 43 density information (from 22 up to 39 chosen randomly from 
the 43 density information) as an input of LP and evaluated the error of the 
density on the derived UPF flows. Table 2.3 shows the average/maximum error 
between the observed pedestrian rate and the derived one (Iobserved-derivedl) 
and its ratio (Iobse:~:!~vd:;ivedl ·100). Here, "specified" is the error only on the 
streets where density was given, but "all" is the error on all streets. For the 
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Table 2.1: Measured node density on streets in downtown Osaka. 
Edge Width Density Edge Width Density 
9-8 7 0.033 7-10 6 0.065 
8-7 8 0.059 10-31 8 0.046 
7-34 8 0.041 31-16 8 0.045 
34-5 8 0.041 16-20 12 0.008 
5-4 4 0.025 10-12 12 0.015 
4-2 10 0.013 18-22 12 0.026 
15-13 6 0.005 12-17 12 0.012 
13-10 6 0.005 17-21 12 0.012 
10-6 8 0.030 11-30 8 0.040 
14-15 12 0.008 30-12 8 0.040 
15-16 8 0.006 0-5 14 0.034 
16-32 12 0.012 5-6 7 0.050 
32-17 12 0.012 6-11 12 0.060 
17-18 12 0.013 11-18 12 0.021 
24-19 12 0.032 1-4 12 0.002 
19-20 12 0.035 4-6 5 0.030 
20-21 12 0.023 30-26 3 0.013 
21-22 12 0.027 30-27 3 0.066 
8-14 8 0.045 28-31 3 0.025 
14-19 12 0.026 32-29 3 0.012 
19-23 8 0.058 34-33 3 0.053 
3-7 14 0.060 
width: m, density: person/m2 
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Table 2.2: Derived flo~ rates. 
Path Flow Rate Path Flow Rate Path Flow Rate 
gIlA 0.1117 g6_18 0.6987 g2_20 0.0205 
g24_11 0.0396 g6_21 0.0103 g2_28 0.0958 
g24_16 0.0545 glL21 0.1590 g2_33 0.0481 
g24_25 0.3574 g27_11 0.0963 gO_l 0.0048 
g24_33 0.0063 g27_16 0.0058 gO_3 0.2536 
g29_11 0.0074 g27_33 0.1407 gO_6 0.4292 
g29_18 0.0380 g4_14 0.0729 gL2 0.0364 
g29_33 0.0088 g9_11 0.0463 g23_20 0.1694 
g18_14 0.0290 g9_18 0.0346 g23_24 0.0286 
g18_20 0.1009 g9_23 0.0529 g3_9 0.2105 
g6_11 0.0780 g25_11 0.3497 gO_33 0.0306 
g6_14 0.0081 g25_16 0.0479 g3_16 0.2433 
g6_16 0.1728 g25_26 0.0502 g3_23 0.3170 
Flow Rate: person/s, flow rates of all the other routes were zero. 
Table 2.3: Density specified ratio and error of pedestrian rate. 
# of speci- 43 39 34 30 26 22 rwalk 
fied streets 
# of con- 130 122 112 104 96 88 -
straints 
specified 0.0304 0.0273 0.0204 0.0139 0.0112 0.0069 -
average (8.74) (7.81) (5.91) (3.98) (3.25) (2.04) -
specified 0.102 0.102 0.102 0.101 0.0984 0.0938 -
maximun (9.09) (9.09) (9.09) (9.00) (8.82) (8.82) -
all 0.0304 0.0445 0.0645 0.0861 0.111 0.144 0.270 
average (8.74) (13.7) (21.7) (31.2) (43.7) (59.5) (253) 
all 0.102 0.449 0.626 0.738 0.801 0.933 0.825 
maximum (9.09) (135) (265) (408) (622) (901) (2170) 
person/s (%) 
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comparison, we also simulated a modified version of the Random Walk mobility 
called Random Walk with Obstacles (rwalk/ob) and counted the pedestrian rate 
of the model. In rwalkjob, each node moves along the given street graph. 
At each corner, the node selects the neighboring corner at random and moves 
toward it. We used the same street graph in both UPF and rwalkjob. We also 
show the error between the pedestrian rate of the rwalkjob and the observed 
rate. 
The number of LP constraints decreases as the amount of given density in-
formation (the number of specified streets) decreases, but the number of LP 
variables is the same for all cases. The error on the specified streets decreases 
as the number of specified streets decreases because the constraints are relaxed, 
but the error on the unspecified streets increases. The error on the unspecified 
streets varies from a to 900. The result shows that losing little density infor-
mation tremendously increases errors at specific points. With more detailed 
analysis, we found that the observed density that extremely differs from the 
neighbors tends to cause large error if such density information is not given to 
the LP problem. Consequently, we should observe as many streets as possible, 
being especially careful about the streets with high or low node densities. As 
future work, we will study a method to fill in the unknown densities from the 
known densities by using empirical knowledge. 
2.3.3 Characteristics of UPF and Influence on Network 
Performance 
In this subsection, by comparing UPF mobility and random-based mobility, we 
investigate the influence of UPF on the performance evaluation of MANET. We 
used DSR protocol in the simulation. We measured the metrics that charac-
terize mobility and topology graph connectivity presented in Ref. [2] and the 
performance of the DSR protocol. Mobility affects topology graph and the 
performance of the protocol is influenced by topology graph. 
We have measured the performance of two applications on the UPF mobility 
and a modified version of RWP mobility called RWP with obstacles (denoted as 
RWPjob). In RWPjob, each node moves along the same road structure graph 
used in UPF scenario. At each intersection, the node randomly decides the next 
direction. The total number of nodes of RWP job model is controlled so that it 
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Figure 2.3: Snapshot of DSR scenario. 
has almo~t the same number of nodes as that of the UPF scenario. 
In DSR, the simulat ion time was 720 seconds. The communication was done 
hy UDP from time 240 sec. to time 720 i::Iec. 10 kbps CEIl. traffic was generated 
interactively bet"leen t.he t",70 application users, \Ve l1i::1ed IEEE 802. 11 DCF 
with RTSjCTS as the MAC protocol. The radio range was set to 100 meters. 
The speeds of nodes were randomly selected between 1.1m/s and 1.7m/s. 
At first , we have measured the mobility characteristics metrics; (i) degree of 
~patial depeml.ence (difference of velocities between two nodes whose distn.nce 
is less than ,50m), (ii) degree of temporal dependence (difference of velocities 
between two time slots of a node), and (iii) relative speed of two nodes whose 
distance is less than 50m. The resu lt.s are shown in Fig. 2.41 2.5 and 2.6. In 
order to know the details and definition of these metrics, YOll can see Ref. [2]. 
In spatial dependence 8l1d relative speed, the results of UPF and RWP job 
,vere very ~irnilar to each other. But in temporal dependence there was big 
difference. In UPF, each node does not change his/her direction at intersec-
tions because each node goes t.o his/her destination through the shortest path. 
Consequently) its dependence becomes very high though it b not ill R\VP lob. 
Secondly, we have measured graph connect.ivity met.rics; (i) link changes (the 
number of link creations between tw'O nodes) and (ii) link durat.ion (t.he longest. 
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Figure 2.6: Relative speed of two nodes. 
time interval during which two nodes are in the transmission range of each 
other). The distributions of these metrics are shown in Fig. 2.7. RWP job model 
has several cases with larger link changes compared with my UPF mobility. As 
mentioned above, probability that nodes change their direction is lower in UPF. 
Thus, in UPF, the cycle which a neighboring node replaces is longer. So the 
disconnection of the link does not occur frequently. This observation is endorsed 
by the link duration result (Fig. 2. 7(b)), where UPF has longer durations clearly. 
At last, we have measured several metrics that show the performance of DSR. 
The results are shown in Fig. 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. As mentioned above, in 
the UPF scenario, a DSR route is stabler than RWP job. This observation is 
endorsed by Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9. The packet arrival ratio is higher and the 
number of control packets is smaller in UPF than in RWP job. Finally in Fig. 
2.11, RWP job has similar hops in many cases, since the density on any street 
was almost the same among all streets. On the other hand, UPF has different 
density among streets, and therefore they are distributed widely. 
Through this experiment, we found that the performance of network system 
differs in random based mobility and UPF mobility even if we use the same road 
structure. and that there is an influence on the performance caused by uneven 
density which is not reproduced by the random base mobility. 
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2.4 Case Study 
We would like to show that the non-uniform distribution of the node movement 
, 
and position affects performance of mobile wireless network systems. For exam-
ple, in the real world, the location of wireless base stations considerably affects 
the quality of multi-hop wireless network services while it will have little impact 
with uniform movement and position distribution of nodes. This fact encour-
ages me to assert the effectiveness of my UPF model presented in this paper. 
Thus, to prove the fact, we conducted performance evaluation of the following 
application and protocol: (i) real-time data streaming from a stationary base 
station to a mobile client via MANET, and (ii) a mobility management protocol 
for wireless mesh networks using the mobility prediction as in [35,36]. 
2.4.1 Data Streaming on MANETs 
In this experiment, we carried out simulation of real-time data streaming with 
the assistance of MANETs. In the simulation scenario, real-time data such as 
movies are delivered by multi-hop relay from a short-range base station such as 
an Internet gateway to mobile clients. A route is established by the DSR pro-
tocol from the base station to each client. Through this scenario, we examined 
my expectation that different placements of base stations cause considerable 
performance distinction if realistic (thus non-uniform) position distribution is 
assumed, but little difference under uniform ones. If this is true, this fact em-
phasizes the necessity of realistic mobility. 
Figure 2.12 (a) shows the simulation field. In the simulation, each client 
receives a 56 kbps movie for 180 seconds. We chose 120 clients at random at 
every 180-second interval. We compared my UPF mobility scenario modeled in 
Section 2.3.1 and Random Walk with Obstacles (rwalkjob). We used the same 
street graph in both UPF and rwalkjob. We used IEEE802.11 DCF with the 
RTSjCTS mechanism as the MAC protocol. The radio range was set to 100 
meters. In the simulation, we used a simple radio attenuation considering line-
of-sight propagation only. The obstacles were placed as shown by the grayed 
polygons in Fig. 2.12 (a). 
We chose three candidate points for the location of the base station where 
node densities are quite different from each other in the UPF model. To measure 
the node density in the field, we may exploit the capability of the Animator, 
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Figure 2,]2: (n) Simulation field and cnndidnte points for location of base sta-
tion. (b) Graphical presentation of node density (snapshot from the ivJobiREAL 
animator). 
which can show the node density in each square section as shown in Fig. 2.12 
(b) . In thi:l figure, the depth of gray in each section represents the degree of 
node concentrat.ion (i.e . deeper gray means higher density) . Then \ve selected 
the three points A, Band C in Fig. 2.12 (n.) [IS the candidate positions for 
a ba.'Se station placement. A, Band C correspond to high- , lO'w- and middle-
densit.y sections, respectively. Then we measured the packet arrival ratio and 
the average path length to see the performance difference. 
Figure 2.13 tihows pal!ket arrival ratio at t he destination, and Fig. 2.14 shows 
the average hop length to the destination. As expected, the packet arrival ratio 
of each case with rwalk/ob is almost the same. On the other hand, \ve can see 
the diH'crcncc in UPF mohilit.y. The. difference becomes small a.<; t.he. nnmber 
of nodcs incrca.c;;cs, but still remains in thc ca."e of 80-90 nodes. The average 
of the hop length in Fig. 2.14 is small when the number of nodes is also small 
because it is hard to establish a route with many hops. Vlhen the number of 
Hodes is larger Lhan 50, base station C placed at Lhe ceuLer of the field provides 
the shortetit length of all the placemeuts ill rwalk/ob. Although, in CPr<': there 
is a little difference uet",reen the hop lellgth ill the case of the Lase station C and 
t.hat of t.he base station A placed at the upper right . It is knmvn that as the 
density hecomes higher, a route is shorter hecause one hop length can be longer 
in high node density situation. In addition, there are many nodes near the hase 
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Figure 2.15: Placement of mesh routers. 
station A so that the randomly chotien dient walks near the base station A with 
a higher probability in UPF than in nvalk/ob. From the~e re1:iUlts, we found 
that base station C in the middle-density section could achieve almotit the same 
packet arrival ratio as that of base station 1\ in t.he high-density section, and 
that base station A could provide similar hop length with base station C in the 
center of the field. 
Consequently, distribution of the dentiity may influence the performance of 
the location-dependent applications such as loc.;atioll planning of base stations. 
It is necessary to use a mobility model that can reproduce realistic POtiitjUll 
distribuLion like the UPF model to evaluate the performance considering the 
chan:l.cteri::;tics of the larget field . 
2.4.2 Prediction-based Mobility Management in Wireless 
Mesh Network 
As another example, ",re deal with mobilit.y management for '.vireless mesh net-
works composed of a set of bCll:ie ::;tatiol1::;. Each client connects to one of the 
ba.~c stations (mesh routers) to utilize the network. The radio ranges of a client 
and a router \I,o'ere 100 and 200 meten,: respectively. The placement of mesh 
routers is shown in Fig. 2.15 where polygons represent obstacles and others are 
walkways. The lllesh routers were placed to cover almost a ll the pedestrians' 
walkways. 
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a set of router sequence H LIST = <P; 
for( each movement log A in database ){ 
if( A includes same sequence of client's log ){ 
H LIST = H L1 ST U {post part of the sequence in A}; 
} 
} 
a set of router CR, TMP = <P; 
do{ 
CR=CRUTMP; 
TMP = <P; 
for( each A in HL1ST){ 
TMP = TMPU{pop_front(A)}; 
} 
}while( #(CRUTMP):::; K){ 
the candidate routers = C R; 
Figure 2.16: Algorithm to select candidate routers. 
The basic concept of mobility management schemes developed for cellular or 
mobile IP networks can be applied to wireless mesh networks [37]. In this exper-
iment, we evaluate the efficiency of the prediction-based mobility management 
protocol that reduces the location updates by predicting the current location 
of mobile nodes from past locations. There are many protocols that utilize 
mobility prediction for mobility management [35,38,39]. The protocol of this 
experiment predicts mobility by the approach based on data mining like [36]. 
Each client holds its movement log as a sequence of neighbor routers like 
"TI' T2, ... , Tn". we assume that the client can recognize the neighbor router by a 
hello message or traffic for other clients. We also assume that each mesh router 
has enough movement logs of clients collected beforehand in its database. In this 
protocol, the client sends its movement log to the router in the location update 
process. The router predicts the movement of the client using its database. The 
client and the router utilize the prediction result for the next location update 
and paging, respectively. 
The location update initiated by the client consists of the following steps. 
1. First, the client that executes the location update sends a location update 
packet including its m,ovement log to the neighbor router. 
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2. The router that receives the location update packet holds the client ID 
(e.g. IP address) and the current time. Then, the router searches for 
its holding movement logs that contain the same sequence as that in the 
received packet. Next, the router selects up to K routers to which the 
client likely moves (called candidate routers and K is given in advance) 
and sends the IDs of the routers to the client. The details of the router 
selection algorithm are shown in Fig. 2.16. 
3. The client holds the received candidate router IDs. 
If the client recognizes that he is entering an area covered by a non-candidate 
router, then the client initiates a location update. The router also holds the 
candidate routers of the client. If a request for a call was received, then all the 
areas of the candidate routers of the callee are paged at almost the same time. 
In the experiment, we simulated the performance of this protocol in the UPF 
mobility and in the Random Walk with Obstacles (rwalk/ob). We adjusted the 
node lifetime of rwalk/ob so that the distribution of the lifetime can almost be 
the same as that of UPF mobility. Other simulation settings are the same as in 
Section 2.4.l. 
We calculated the total cost per call arrival. Here, U is the cost for paging 
the area of a router and V is the cost for a location update. Call-to-mobility 
ratio (CMR) represents the relative frequency of call rate and mobility and is 
defined as "an average stay time in the area that a router covers" divided by 
"an average interval of the call arrival". Figure 2.17 (a) shows the cost per call 
for U=10, V=1 and CMR =0.1 as applied in [35,40]. The cost is smaller in 
UPF than in rwalk/ob for K :S 4. The possible flow of the node is limited in 
the UPF so we can limit candidate routers. On the other hand, rwalk/ob has 
smaller cost for K :::: 5. Nodes in UPF go far away in a short time because they 
walk along the shortest path, but nodes in rwalk/ob decide movement randomly 
so some of them may return to the same point. This difference seems to affect 
the total number of the location update. Figure 2.17 (b) shows the cost per call 
for U=5, V=1, CMR=0.5. K (the maximum number of the candidate routers) 
that has the smallest cost differs in the two mobility models. 
Consequently, from these results, the movement routes of the nodes have an 
influence that may not be negligible in the performance evaluation, especially 
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of the mobility-aware protocols. We should carefully choose the mobility model 
considering this influence. 
2.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we introduced a realistic mobility model called Urban Pedestrian 
Flows. By the UPF model, we can reproduce realistic pedestrian flows from data 
obtained by simple observation such as fixed-point observation using digital 
cameras or web cameras. To my best knowledge, no existing method considers 
this research direction. We showed the modeling example of the UPF model 
and the differences of characteristics between the random-based mobility and the 
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UPF mobility are shown by the experiment described in Section 2.3.3. Also, 
through two case-studies, we showed that we could design several MANET 
protocols and applications and verify their performance on the network topology, 
which was created by the UPF model and had never appeared in the existing 
random-based mobility models. 
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Chapter 3 
Condition Probability 
Event Model 
In this chapter, we introduce Condition Probability Event (CPE) model to de-
scribe the relational and dynamic behavior of pedestrians toward surroundings, 
such as adjusting walking speeds and directions to avoid collision with neighbors 
and obstacles, and stopping at a traffic signal. The key function of the CPE 
model is the interaction between the network application and the node mobility. 
In Section 3.1, the details of the CPE model are explained and a description 
example is also shown. we show an evaluation example of the information dif-
fusion protocol with MANET in which the movement paths of some nodes are 
changed depending on the network application status by the CPE description 
in Section 3.2. The topics related to the implementation of the CPE model are 
described in Chapter 4. 
3.1 Condition Probability Event Model 
The UPF model focuses on macroscopic movement of nodes, while the Con-
dition Probability Event (CPE) model focuses on the microscopic behavior of 
the individual nodes. The CPE model allows us to dynamically and more pre-
cisely control the behavior of nodes on pedestrian flows determined by the UPF 
model. With this model, we may describe such behavior that a mobile node 
makes a detour (changes to another pre-scheduled route) when it receives traffic 
jam information through MANETs or cellular networks. 
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Figure 3.1: Interaction between CPE instance and network application. 
We would like to note that general-purpose programming languages such 
as C or Perl allow a wide variety of descriptions, and therefore can be used 
to describe the detailed behavior of nodes. However, this generality may con-
fuse designers. Thus we propose the CPE model for simulator users to simply 
describe the behavior of nodes (simulation scenarios). In the CPE model, the 
next action of a node is determined by its current status (position, direction, 
velocity, scheduled route and so on) and environmental factors (global time, 
information from network systems and so on), and this decision can be proba-
bilistic. This model captures well humans' decision-process of actions (action is 
probabilistically determined by current status and environment), allowing rea-
sonable abstraction of unnecessary behavior for the fidelity of modeling. Thus 
it has much better applicability for behavior modeling than general languages. 
We depict my concept of modeling pedestrian behavior in Fig. 3.1. Formally, 
the CPE model consists of a list of rules where each rule is a tuple of a condition, 
a probability and an action, and node state variables, which represent the status 
of each node and are introduced later. The rules can refer to and update node 
state variables like velocity vector and position of the node. We may specify 
the same set of rules to all nodes or a different set of rules to each group of 
nodes. We specify a logical formula as a condition, a value in the range of [0,1] 
as a probability and a set of substitution statements that may update values 
of the node state variables as an action. For each increment of the simulation 
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clock (referred to as T), all rules satisfying the given conditions are executed 
one-by-one from the top of the list with the specified probabilities. 
Each node has six node state variables: current position P, scheduled route 
--> ROUTE (sequence of vertices), base velocity Vj, actual velocity vector V, input 
data AI of the node to the network system (application input) and output data 
AO from the network system to the node (application output). These variables 
are referred to and updated by the rules. When a node is generated according 
to the UPF scenario derived in Section 2.2, an instance of the CPE model of the 
node is initialized as follows. The path Tk E R is set to the initial value of route 
ROUTE, and the velocity Va in Exp. (2.2) is set to Vj, which represents the 
velocity in a sparse area. Then normal descriptions in the CPE model contain 
such rules that update ROUTE and Vj followed by the rules that update current 
--> position P and actual velocity vector V accordingly. These rules determine the 
--> 
basic behavior of nodes that walk along the routes. The actual velocity I V I 
cannot be greater than the base velocity Vj, but may be smaller when the node 
cannot walk smoothly in a crowd. 
The CPE model assumes that an application program of the network simu-
lator is notified of the value of application input AI, and updates the value of 
application output AO. In the rules of the CPE model, we can set any value to 
application input AI but can only read application output AO. The variables 
AI and AO enable simulator users to describe interactive behavior of nodes 
with the application program. We note that in order to enable the application 
program and the CPE instance to interpret AI and AO, several libraries are 
offered to mitigate the developers' effort. 
We offer many pre-defined functions to help the developers to specify realistic 
behavior of nodes in the CPE model. For example, we provide a function that 
returns the positions and actual velocity vectors of nodes within eyesight. A 
part of them are presented in the following example. 
3.1.1 Description Example 
Here, we consider the following MANET system. Shoppers holding informa-
tion terminals with short range radio communication devices exchange useful 
information (e.g. sales information) when they encounter each other. 
We present a description written in the CPE model for the shoppers in Table 
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Table 3.1: Example behavior description of shoppers in CPE model. 
1 Condition 1 Prob. I, Action 
E1 AO == "SHOP_A" 0.30 ROUTE = shortesLpath(P, 
Point(SHOP _A)) 
(exp.) (receives string "SHOP _A" (change destination to vertex 
from the application) SHOP_A) 
E2 P == Point (SHOP _A) 0.10 AI = "SHOP _A" 
(arrives at vertex SHOP _A) (give an application input 
"SHOP_A") 
E3 (P == Point(INT_1)) 1.00 stopO; 
1\ ((T%2min) < 1min) 
(stops at vertex INT_1 with (wait until the light changes 
traffic light which changes to green) 
every minute.) 
E4 - (execute always) 1.00 V = UPFvector(V _f, P, 
ROUTE, neighbors(P, V_f)); 
(calculate velocity vector 
from state various variables) 
E5 - (execute always) 1.00 P = UpdateLocation(P, V); 
(update position) 
3.1. Rule E1 describes the behavior that changes the scheduled route ROUTE 
dynamically, according to an application output AO. If the shopper receives 
information "SHOP _A" given by the application, he/she changes his/her desti-
nation to the vertex "SHOP _A" with probability 0.3. This is done by updating 
the ROUTE variable to the shortest path from current position P to the ver-
tex specified by Point (SHOP _A). Rule E2 describes the behavior that gives an 
input to the application depending on the position of the given node. More 
concretely, the node gives an application input "SHOP _A" to variable AI with 
probability 0.1 when he/she reaches the vertex specified by Point(SHOP _A). We 
note that the application is programmed to distribute the given input to the 
neighbor nodes. Rule E3 implements the behavior that follows a traffic signal 
at intersection INT _1. A function "stop()" used in the action part sets a to the 
node's base velocity VI temporarily. The condition of E3 becomes true if the 
simulation time T (min.) is even, which means the period of the red light. 
Rules E4 and E5 define fundamental behavior based on the UPF mobility. 
-4 
Rule E4 calculates velocity vector V from current position P, route ROUTE, 
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Figure 3.2: Snapshot of information diffusion scenario. 
base velocity Vf and the position of the neighbor nodes neighbors( P, VI). \Ve 
note that we have modeled evasive actions (tum or slow down) against the 
approaching people. The UPFvect.orO in Rule E4 calculates velocity vector V 
based on this model to make the behavior of the node more realistic. Rule E5 
~ 
updates current po::;itioll P Lased on velocity vecLor V calculaled by Rule E4. 
3.2 Case Study 
Vve have carried out some experiments to investigate the influence of the mobility 
models on the performance evaluation of r-.IIANET and to show the usefulness 
of the CP E Model. 
vVe have simulated an information diffusion .system which disseminates ad-
vertising information such as sale and happy hour information to mobile nodes 
on rvTA:"J"ET. Tn this experiment, we have investigated the impact of dynamic 
behavior change of nodes depending on the information received from the net-
work application, by comparing two cases: with and "\\tithout dynamic behavior 
change. 
If all10bile node executing this application receives information broadcasted 
by a short-range base station or a neighboring node, it caches the information. 
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Figure 3.3: Downtown Osaka city anu base-staLions. 
After that , for every 15 seconds, it checks whether it should broadcOllit the cached 
information to its neighbors or not, according to the predefined probability 
function (diJJusion policy) including Euclid distance d(P,5) between P and 
S where P a.nd S denote the positions of the node and shopA (Fig. 3.3). 
The mobile node dii:icards the cached information after 60 seconds or once it 
broadcasts the information. \Ve have used the following two diffusion policies, 
(i) prob. = 1 - ~b~A (if the node is located closer to the shop, it Lruadcasts 
with higher probability), (ii) ]Ytob. = ~b~jJ (this is the opposite of the diffusion 
policy (i)). And \ve have used either one of the two ba..'Se stations A or B, 
respectively (Fig. 3.3). \Ve have had 4 scenarios by the combinations of the 
diffusion policies and b~e stations. \\'e name the scenario for the pair of a 
diffusion policy i and a base station x a!:i scenario i-x. For each scenario i-x, we 
have also had the corresponding scenario named scenario i-x (C) in which Lhe 
node changes its destination to shop l\. when the node receives information. 
The simulation time is 600 sec. , and after ]80 sec. , information is diffused for 
every 2 sec, from a base station, We used IEEE802,11 DCF with RTS/CTS as 
the l'vlAC protocol. The radio range \I,oTas set to 100 meters. The tota l number of 
nodes wa..;; 2000 and 20% of them used the application. The speeds of pedestrians 
\\-Tcrc randomly selected hetween 1.1mJs and 1.7mJs. 
vVe show the number of nodes which received information in Fig. 3.4. In 
the scenario of base-station Bl we see a big differcnce between two cases .... vith 
allu withouL dynamic behavior change. V-lith dynnmic bchavior change, some 
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of nodes which received information are likely to move near the shop A. So, 
a part of the nodes walking in the upper side of Fig. 3.3, which is far from 
the base-station, could receive information via the nodes near the shop A. Dy-
namic behavior change as shown in this case study is difficult to predict without 
simulation. Especially, it is difficult to predict how many nodes change their be-
havior. So, it is impossible to accurately simulate the realistic behavior of nodes 
with dynamic behavior change only by the recorded behavior of nodes. In order 
to accurately simulate the causal relation between the ratio and the influence 
to the network system, the proposed simulation method would be essential. 
3.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we introduced a microscopic mobility description model called 
Condition Probability Event. By the CPE model, we can reproduce the inter-
action between MANET applications and behavior of nodes. We have shown 
that dynamic behavior change reproduced by CPE affects the performance of 
the MANET system through a simulation example. The CPE model requires 
the interaction between the mobility simulation module and the network appli-
cation simulation module. The CPE model is integrated into the MobiREAL 
simulator and topics about the implementation are described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 
Architecture of the 
Wireless Network Simulator 
MobiREAL 
In this chapter, the architecture of the MobiREAL simulator is described. The 
simulation module of the MobiREAL is divided into two programs, the be-
havior simulator and the network simulator, considering the applicability to 
existing network simulators. Two programs run in parallel and exchange sim-
ulation results to simulate the relational behavior between the network status 
and the node mobility specified by the CPE model. The MobiREAL simulator 
enables the use of real application codes on real mobile terminals connected 
to a simulated network. The MobiREAL simulator contains a GUI tool which 
manipulates the movement of mobile nodes, gives the user inputs to the target 
application in run-time, and visualizes the node mobility and network status 
during the simulation. Using these functions, for example, we can test to what 
extent video quality decreases in multicasting movies on MANET. We show an 
experiment of the performance of the MobiREAL simulator in Section 4.3 and 
two case-studies, the evaluation of the DSR routing protocol using the run-time 
operation function and VoIP communication using real terminals, in Section 
4.4. 
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4.1 Related Work 
Network simulators such as ns-2 [26], OPNET (41] and Qualnet [42] have been 
widely used for the evaluation of network traffic. On the other hand, to test 
and evaluate the end systems themselves, many network test beds have been de-
veloped [43-50]. StarBED [43] is a large-scale network testbed integrating sim-
ulation with emulation. They offer hundreds of physical nodes and can emulate 
thousands of virtual nodes. ORBIT [44] also offers about 400 inter-connected 
stationary wireless nodes that can emulate specified network topologies and 
traffics. Due to their features, they are mainly used to test the wide-scale (e.g. 
campus-scale, city-scale or Internet-scale) networks. 
On the other hand, other types of testbeds like [47,49-51] can be built in 
small spaces such as laboratory rooms and thus can easily be used to test end 
system applications. They mainly use physical nodes with some emulation tech-
niques. In MobiEmu [51], using a packet filtering technique at the MAC layer, 
a testbed for implementing a given network topology is constructed. Mobile 
Emulab [49] takes a direct approach that uses mobile robots to move terminals 
physically. In MiNT project [50], a miniaturized wireless network testbed is 
constructed. In these testbeds, the accuracy of packet transmission is a benefit, 
however the scale and topology of target networks are limited by the number of 
physical nodes, their capability of movements, and space to deploy these nodes. 
The hybrid approach in which simulation is integrated into emulation is 
reasonable to balance the timeliness of packet processing, adaptivity to the scale 
and topology, and hardware cost. ns-2 [26] implements an emulation function 
that allows real nodes to connect to simulated networks. TWINE [46] is a hybrid 
emulation testbed for wireless networks and applications, which can adaptively 
combine simulated, emulated and physical subnets. Based on this, a WHYNET 
framework is presented in [52] and several case studies are given. MobiNet 
[48] enables to test IP-based unmodified applications by emulating multi-hop 
wireless networks over a LAN cluster. 
My approach is close to the hybrid approaches, however it differs in the 
following points. We mainly focus on highly dynamic mobile wireless networks 
where node mobility strongly affects the network performance [1,2,53]. In such 
a network, application developers may want to test application performance 
with many mobility scenarios and geographical environments. To help those 
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Figure 4.1: MobiREAL simulator overview. 
developers, we provide such a system that can simulate the realistic behavior 
of nodes and can control the movement of nodes. Also these operations can be 
done through GUIs. By this feature, developers can easily generate intentional 
route disconnection in testing routing protocols and many other situations that 
are hard to predict in advance. We have presented the results from case studies 
considering real-world applications. 
4.2 MobiREAL Simulator 
We have developed a network simulator called MobiREAL to simulate MANET 
systems with the realistic behavior of nodes based on the UPF model and the 
CPE model. 
The architecture of the MobiREAL simulator is shown in Fig. 4.1. Mo-
biREAL is composed of a network simulator that simulates network systems, 
a behavior simulator that simulates the movement of nodes, a UPF scenario 
generator and an animator. Also, real teminals can be connected to the Mo-
biREAL Simulator and details are described in Section 4.2.1. The behavior 
simulator takes three inputs, a simulation field, a UPF scenario and a set of 
CPE scenarios. As a simulation field, we specify the structure of streets and 
buildings that interfere with radio propagation. As a UPF scenario, we specify 
the routes of nodes and their node generation rates (flow rates). According to 
the UPF scenario, MobiREAL generates node instances that move based on the 
CPE scenarios. With the UPF scenario generator, we can generate a simulation 
field and the corresponding UPF scenario graphically and intuitively. Applica-
tion layer protocols in the network simulator may contain the description for 
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the CPE scenario to interact with mobility simulation. 
Since the simulator part of MobiREAL is composed of two independent 
programs (i.e., behavior simulator and network simulator), we have implemented 
MobiREAL according to the following concept. First, both simulators hold the 
positions and speeds of nodes independently and synchronize the progress of 
simulations. The behavior simulator calculates the latest positions, directions 
and speeds of nodes, and sends them to the network simulator. In response, 
the network simulator updates its information about the nodes according to 
the received data, sends outputs of the application to the behavior simulator 
and continues the simulation. The behavior simulator can perform dynamic 
behavior change according to this information. 
4.2.1 Cooperation with Real Terminals 
In the MobiREAL Simulator, real mobile terminals are connected via low delay 
networks (e.g. LAN) to a single host that simulates its network behavior. The 
real terminal is mapped to one node in the simulation. Hereafter, we call the 
node corresponding to the real terminal real nodes and others simulated nodes. 
All nodes appear in the simulation field. Application codes and higher layer 
protocols of real nodes are executed on real stations and lower layer protocols 
and radio models are simulated. Applications and protocols on real nodes use 
MobiREAL APIs to interact with simulated lower layers of the node instances 
assigned to those real terminals so that they can communicate with simulated 
nodes and vice versa. 
MobiREAL uses TCP communication with the socket library for cooperation 
between real terminals and the network simulator. It does not modify its OS 
dependent libraries nor limit the environment of real terminals. We offer three 
layers' APIs, the application layer API, the transport layer API and the network 
layer API. We specify one of the above APIs used by each real terminal. If a 
protocol data unit (PDU) of the specified layer is transmitted as data of the 
socket communication from the real terminal, the PDU is translated into the 
usable format in the simulator and is passed to the corresponding layer of the 
assigned node instance. In the case of using the application layer API, the real 
application sends the destination IP address, type of transport layer protocol, 
data to be transmitted and so on to the simulator, then the simulation of the 
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Figure 4.2: CUI support. for map and UPF scenario generation. 
transmission is initiated from the transport layer. Tf the node instance assigned 
to the real node receive::; a PDU of the specified layer, the PDU is transmitted 
to the corresponding real termillal. 
4.2.2 UPF Scenario G enerator 
Vve have developed the MobiREAL UPF SCena1-l0 generator. Showing a BMP 
graphic lllap file like Fig. 4.2, simlliHt.or users can specify a street graph lhrough 
the CUI with their mouse devices. \".'e specify two attributes (widlh and ob-
served node density) for t.he st. reet. This tool also assists in generating potential 
candidate routes as described in Section 2.2.1. Then th is tool generates a pro-
gram code of the UPF !)cella.rio that can be run in ~MobiREAL where the linear 
programming prohlem solver lp_sol've l34] i::; used to calculate the Row rate on 
each route. 
4.2.3 Network Simulator 
The network simulator needs to r-;ynchronize with the behavior simulator to 
exchange information, update the positions and the speeds to follow the b~ha.vior 
simulator , and pruC€::iS a pplication inputs and outputs_ "Ve have developed the 
network simulator by e..xtending and modifying GT~etS [6] developed at the 
Georgia Tnstitute of Technology. GTNetS aims at improving the scaln.hility of 
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large-scale simulation, so it has a mechanism for parallel simulation of wired 
networks. For simulation of wireless networks, GTNetS also supports routing 
protocols like DSR, AODV and NVR (wireless form of Nix-Vector routing) and 
standard MAC and physical layer protocols like IEEE 802.1l. 
In GTNetS and many other simulators, the movement of nodes is bounded 
by boundaries, or a node moving through a boundary appears from the other 
side. This means that the number of nodes is fixed throughout simulations. On 
the other hand, my mobility requires dynamic generation and deletion of nodes. 
In our MobiREAL network simulator, we have modified the node management 
function of GTNetS to implement the dynamic generation and deletion of nodes. 
Also, we have modified the simulation module of the physical layer to imple-
ment radio propagation attenuation under the existence of obstacles in order 
to achieve more realistic wireless network simulation. In this radio propagation 
model, attenuation when the radio penetrates obstacles is considered. For this 
purpose, simulator users can specify an attenuation coefficient for each obstacle. 
4.2.4 Visualization and System Control 
MobiREAL provides a set of control and visualization interfaces (Animator in 
Fig. 4.1) which have the following three functions: (1) visualization of sim-
ulation status, (2) run-time manipulation of node movement, and (3) remote 
operation of applications on real terminals. We illustrate how multiple compo-
nents interact to provide these functions in Fig. 4.3. 
The Animator runs on the Microsoft Windows platform. The Animator 
and the simulator cooperate by exchanging control data over TCP connections. 
Therefore, the simulator and the Animator can run on separate computers. For 
example, we can execute the simulator on a high-performance workstation and 
the Animator on a consumer PC. 
Visualization 
The MobiREAL Animator visualizes the traces of the simulation. Visualization 
of the simulation results is very useful for designing, debugging and presenting 
network systems. In particular, visualizing mobility of nodes is mandatory to 
confirm their realistic behavior. 
The Animator can animate the movement of nodes, the topology of wireless 
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Figure 4.3: Logical structure of the MobiREAL simulator. 
links, packet propagation and so on. We can choose whether these objects are 
to be displayed or not. Each mobile node is represented as a small circle, and 
a semi-transparent concentric circle represents its radio range. Each packet 
transmission is drawn by concentrically growing circles with colors. First, a 
circle with 1 pixel radius is drawn when a packet is sent. Then the radius of the 
circle gradually grows until it reaches the radio range of the node sending the 
packet. The color of nodes can be freely set in a network application program. 
For example, the Animator can show the nodes that received certain packets in 
red and others in blue. A snapshot from the Animator is shown in Fig. 4.4 (a). 
The Animator can also show some measured metrics like node density and 
packet loss rate as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). In this function, a simulation field is 
separated into grid cells, and they can be color-coded according to the measured 
values. Thus users can analyze, for example, the influence of geography on 
the density of nodes, and the relationship between the density of nodes and 
network performance. For interested readers, several movies and snapshots of 
the Animator are presented on the MobiREAL web page [54J. 
Operation of Mobility/Application 
We can control movement of nodes manually through the Animator. We can 
change the positions, speeds and directions of nodes and add/delete nodes. In 
MobiREAL, the movement of a node is represented as a sequence of waypoints, 
each of which consists of (x,y)-coordinates, pause duration and velocity. During 
execution, waypoints can be added, deleted, or modified. 
For usability, it is desirable to operate applications running on plural real 
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Figure 1.4: Snapshots from MobiR.EAL Animator, 
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terminals from a single interface. One way is to let the application programs and 
the Animator exchange application operation packets through the MobiREAL 
APls, in parallel with data packet exchange. This packet includes commands 
to operate the applications. In this case we may need to implement a simple 
interpreter that understands the specified commands. 
Another way is to prepare general GUls like buttons and forms in the Anima-
tor. Although the applications are limited to Java programs, we have decided 
to use Javassist [55] to edit binary codes of Java programs. Javassist allows 
to change class definition, add fields and methods, change methods and so on 
without deep knowledge on the binary programs. Thus we can replace the com-
mon class GUls with the class which can remotely be operated by the Animator 
through the TCP channel used by MobiREAL APls. When we click a button 
on the Animator, the application operation packet is sent and the application 
program would behave as if the local button on the real terminal were clicked. 
In addition, we can automatically operate the application according to the 
CPE model described in Chapter 3. if one of the methods described in this 
section is applied to the application program. 
4.2.5 Tool Support for Existing Simulators 
The MobiREAL behavior simulator and the MobiREAL UPF scenario generator 
can be used as independent programs. Therefore, instead of GTNetS, other 
simulators such as ns-2, Qualnet and GloMoSim may be used as the network 
simulator part of the MobiREAL simulator. If the interaction between the 
behavior simulator and the network simulator is disabled, we can use the trace 
file generated by the behavior simulator by converting it into the corresponding 
inputs for the trace mobility of those simulators. But in this case, we cannot 
use application input/output (AI/ AO in Section 3.1) in the CPE model. 
If we wish to let the behavior simulator interact with those network simu-
lators, we must add such an interaction mechanism to the network simulators. 
Usually, wireless network simulators including GTNetS have a "mobility class," 
in which behavior of mobile nodes is described. In the case of the MobiREAL 
simulator, we have enhanced the mobility class of GTNetS so that the network 
simulator can periodically replace the speeds and directions of nodes with the 
latest ones received from the behavior simulator. According to this concept, we 
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Figure 405: Running time of MobiREAL simulator. 
have accomplished cooperative execution of GTNetS and the MobiREAL be-
havior simulator. In the case of GloMoSim, MobilityTrace class can be modified 
in the same way. Similarly, MobileNode class and PositionHandler class should 
be enhanced in the case of ns-2. 
4.3 Experiment: Performance of MobiREAL 
In this section, we evaluated the performance of MobiREAL simulator. we have 
used a consumer PC (Intel Xeon CPU 3.06GHz and 2GB memory) to execute 
MobiREAL simulator. We also evaluated the impact of the synchronization 
overhead between the behavior simulator part and the network simulator part 
of MobiREAL on the accuracy of simulation. 
Running Time Fig. 4.5 shows the actual running time of MobiREAL simu-
lator with interaction between the behavior simulator and the network simulator 
(Y-axis of the left-hand side) and the actual running time of MobiREAL be-
havior simulator itself (Y-axis of the right-hand side) to execute the scenario, 
varying the number N of nodes. The running time of the behavior simulator 
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Figure 4.6: Running time for interaction. 
increases linearly and is very short, while that of MobiREAL simulator increases 
more quickly. Usually network simulators take O(N2) time to compute neigh-
boring nodes and many complicated computation compared with the behavior 
simulator. Therefore the result in Fig. 4.5 is very natural, and the overhead 
of introducing my mobility model to the network simulation time is very small. 
From the viewpoint of scalability, MobiREAL simulator can execute scenarios 
with over 2,000 nodes. We believe that the capability to handle a few thousands 
of nodes is enough for simulating large-scale MANET applications. 
Time for Interaction and Position Error In this experiment, we evaluated 
the trade-off between the accuracy of the node position and the synchronization 
cost. In the simulation of MobiREAL, the behavior simulator holds accurate 
positions of nodes. The network simulator periodically synchronizes with the 
behavior simulator, receives the positions and velocity vectors of nodes, and 
calculates current nodes' positions using received values until the next synchro-
nization. If the synchronization interval is too long, the velocity vector changed 
by the behavior simulator may cause a large error between the positions held 
by two simulators. However, if the synchronization interval is too short, the 
computation cost for the synchronization increases. 
We used the mobility scenario derived in Section 2.3.1. The speed ofthe node 
followed uniform distributiol1 between 1.0 mls and 2.0 m/s. The simulation time 
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Figure 4.7: Location error between two simulators. 
was 100 s and the simulation granularity of the behavior simulator was set to 
0.2 s: Results are shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. Here, the error of the 
node position is defined as the error between the position which the behavior 
simulator holds and that which the network simulator holds. The error was 
sampled just before the network simulator updated its node position by the 
synchronization. 
Obviously, there is a trade-off between the accuracy of the node position 
in the network simulator (Fig. 4.7) and the total computation time for the 
synchronization (Fig. 4.6). The error reaches zero when the synchronization 
interval is equal to the simulation granularity of the behavior simulator (0.2s). 
For the maximum speed V of nodes and the synchronization interval T, the 
error must be less than 2VT (theoretical limit of the maximal error). So the 
synchronization interval is considered short enough if 2VT is far smaller than the 
communication range of the node. In my simulations, we set the synchronization 
interval to one second. 
4.4 Case Study 
In order to show the usefulness of two features of MobiREAL, which allow us 
(1) to change the behavior of specified nodes in run-time and (2) to simulate 
wireless network with real stations, we have conducted some experiments to run 
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a VolP applicatioll over the DSR prot.ocol on },:IANET. 
4.4.1 Experimental Configurations 
"Ve used UPF mohility deribed in the experiment of Sectiull 2.3.1. The size 
of the fieJd WM 500m x 500m. The total number of nodes \Va.::; abouL 200 
and the speed of each node was 1.1 - 1.7 m/sec. During the simulation, VolP 
(;olIlll1unication data was transmitted at 9.6kbps. The radio range was set to 
100 meter,. We used IEEES02.11 DCF with the RTS/CTS mech~nisll1 as the 
MAC protocol. 
4.4.2 Intentional Route Break III DSR 
In this experiment, we create the situation that was difficulL to create with-
out ru n-time manipulation in order to shuw its LU::iefulness. -''''le evaluat.ed the 
recovery Lime from the DSR route hreak with the UPF mobility. 
In the experiment, CBR traffic is generat.eo from the node at point A in 
Fig. 4.8 to the node at point B. \Ve stop t he simulat.ion temporarily using the 
GUI of IvIobiREAL when the route is stablc, delete 3 or all intermediate nodes: 
ano rest.art the simulatioll. By this we can simulate the situation that multiple 
nodes disappea.r at the same time. If \.,..e use somew'hat complex mobility model 
to improve the realism , it is difficult to know in advance on which nodes the route 
is established due to rlynamics of network topology and unpredicteu movement 
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Figure 4.9: Cumulative Distribution of Route Repair Time 
of nodes in real environment. To search the intermediate node in run-time, 
we may have to add some function to the simulator, but we can soon find the 
intermediate node and can delete the node with GUI of MobiREAL. 
Fig. 4.9 shows the cumulative distribution of route repair time. In the graph, 
"3 nodes" represents the case where three relay nodes on the DSR route were 
chosen randomly and deleted, and "all nodes" represents the case where all the 
relay nodes on the DSR route were deleted. Also for comparison purpose, we 
have evaluated an additional case; "no manipulation" represents the case where 
no manipulation was applied during simulation. We can see clearly that disap-
pearance of all the intermediate nodes makes the route repair time longer. Also, 
we can see that the repair time of "no manipulation" is smaller than the other 
two manipulation cases. From this result, we can expect that in the original 
node mobility without my operation, such a situation that forwarders suddenly 
and simultaneously disappear cannot be observed. The run-time operation func-
tion of MobiREAL enables us to give some intentional factor into the on-going 
network simulation according to the visualized current status. Next, we show 
an example to explain how much MobiREAL helps simulator users in such a 
case. 
To use network simulators, we need certain amount of experience and much 
effort. To see how MobiREAL helps to alleviate this burden, we have asked 
three master course students in my laboratory to implement the function that 
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Figure 4.10: Time to collect data of Fig. 4.9. 
automates the manipulation in the previous experiment into the network simu-
lator. The function finds the intermediate nodes and deletes those nodes at the 
same time. The student "A" having an experience of modifying the simulator 
took about 4 hours, the student "B" took about 12 hours, and the student "e" 
gave up after 4 hours. It seems to be hard for inexperienced users to understand 
the source files of the DSR protocol that have about 1600 lines including the 
header files. Of course, this result is only an example, but one can see that the 
implementation is not an easy task as everyone can finish in a short time. 
Fig. 4.10 shows an example of the time to collect data used to obtain the 
results in Fig. 4.9 against the number of the collected data samples. We show 
the time of two data collection methods. One method is to implement the 
manipulation function as explained above into simulator codes. In this case, we 
need time to implement the function, which we set to 480 minutes (this is the 
average time of two students "A" and "B") in addition to the time to run the 
simulation. "program (human)" in the figure represents the time which we have 
to spend for the experiment and most of the time is for the implementation. 
The case "program (total)" represents the total time to collect samples and 
this includes the running time of the simulation when we can spend our time 
for other things. Another method is to use the MobiREAL function and is 
"MobiREAL" in Fig. 4.10. In this case, we do not need to write codes. Instead 
we directly specify which nodes should disappear through QUI so we have to 
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spend our time while running the simulation. 
Even though MobiREAL offers GVIs, we need to operate the GVIs at any 
moment when we need to change situation. Therefore, it might take much effort 
if we need to collect large amount of data. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.10, 
the time to collect samples by MobiREAL exceeds the time required to pre-
pare the program if we collect 420 or more samples. However the advantage of 
MobiREAL is that we can easily simulate application/protocols under various 
situations. For example, before we conduct the detailed performance evalua-
tion, we may want to test the application with a wide variety of configurations 
and find the best configuration in which we can examine the application's var-
ious aspects. In general preparing all of the configurations may take long time 
and require a lot of efforts, thus we provide an environment where we can set 
and modify configurations through VI observing visualized simulation status. 
Consequently we may reduce the cost of the trial and error process required 
in conventional simulations. This advantage can improve the efficiency of the 
design and the development process. 
4.4.3 Voice Quality over VoIP 
In order to show the effectiveness of using real application programs in terms of 
utilizing users' perception for the design of the application, we have asked six 
students to make conversations through the real terminals in the context of the 
VoIP application. 
It is a common technique for VoIP client software to buffer the voice data 
to salvage the delayed packets. When we set the longer time for buffering, 
the data loss ratio becomes smaller and thus the playback quality of the voice 
will be better, whereas the end-to-end delay becomes larger and the perceptive 
delay quality will be worse. There is a trade-off between playback quality and 
delay depending on buffer size. In the experiment, changing buffer size in the 
application program, we measured the loss ratio of voice data and obtained 
subjective feedbacks from the students. 
Fig. 4.11 depicts frequency that voice data was not received for the interval 
longer than the specified time duration (0.25 sec to 4 sec in x-axis) on the 8 
hop route varying the buffer size of the VoIP application. The figure shows that 
the buffering can clearly reduce the frequency of longer intervals with no voice. 
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Table 4.1: Perceptive voice quality depending on buffer size 
buffered time (s) 0.02 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 
Student A 1 1 2 4 4 
Student B 1 1 1 4 4 
Student C 1 1 1 3 3 
Student D 1 1 2 3 4 
Student E 1 1 4 4 3 
Student F 2 5 5 4 3 
1: ternble, 2:bad, 3:tolerable, 4:acceptable, 5:good 
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Thus, the playback quality should be improved. 
To confirm the degree of this improvement, we conducted a questionnaire to 
six students where each student played back voice transmitted through 8-hop 
connection, under five settings of the buffering time. The results are shown in 
Table 4.1. Most students recognized the improvement of the voice quality when 
the buffering time was 1.0 or larger. Two students preferred 1.0 sec buffering 
time than 2.0 sec due to the trade-off between the delay and the playback quality. 
Although we can measure traffic characteristics like data loss ratio and end-
to-end delay by network simulators, it is difficult to grasp human perception 
from the measured values. In the above experiment, the appropriate value for 
the buffering time strongly depends on the user's perception. Therefore, it is 
quite important to evaluate such real-world performance and develop applica-
tions considering it. 
4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we introduced the architecture of the MobiREAL simulator. 
In MobiREAL, application programs on real mobile terminals can be tested 
and verified through the simulated network. The MobiREAL simulator has two 
simulators, the behavior simulator and the network simulator. The implementa-
tions which enable the run-time operation of node mobility and the interaction 
between the network simulation and the mobility simulation required by the 
ePE model are explained. The application problems to the existing network 
simulators are also described in this chapter. 
Through the experiment, we showed the trade-off between the computational 
cost for the simulation and the preciseness of the simulation by changing the 
interaction period of the behavior simulator and the network simulator. The 
usefulness of the MobiREAL simulator was shown by two case-studies, the eval-
uation of the DSR routing protocol using the run-time operation function and 
the evaluation of the VoIP communication application with real terminals. 
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Chapter 5 
Real-time Simulation 
In this chapter, we introduce the proposed real-time simulation technique by 
prioritizing some simulation events. In Section 5.1, first we explain how to realize 
real-time simulation and then explain the details of proposed method. In the 
MobiREAL simulator introduced in Chapter 4, network simulation events are 
processed prior to the mobility simulation events using this prioritizing method. 
Section 5.2 shows the experiments which evaluate the performance of real-time 
simulation and influences of the proposed method. 
5.1 Event Prioritizing for Real-time Simulation 
For real-time simulation, it is required to synchronize the simulation clock with 
the real clock, and each simulation event like packet transmission must be exe-
cuted at accurate time. In parallel, TROWA simulates node mobility, however 
this mobility simulation may increase its processing load and may have bad 
influence on real-time simulation. Many realistic mobility models and some 
random-based mobility models need periodic updates of all nodes' positions. 
This position update does not require so much computation power. However, if 
this update is scheduled to the same time with packet processing events, they 
may cause temporary delay of event processing and we may lose timeliness. 
In order to solve this problem, we propose a method to reduce the temporary 
delay of the simulation clock by prioritizing the execution of packet processing 
events. We classify simulation events into high-priority events that need strict 
timeliness like packet transmissions and low-priority events that are allowed 
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Figure 5.1: Overview of event processing method. 
to be delayed for a while like mobility calculation, mobility trace processing, 
statistical data processing and so on. Then we fragment low-priority events into 
smaller processing units and execute each unit when there is no high-priority 
event to be processed. 
First, we explain how real-time simulation progresses in TROWA. TROWA 
adopts Discrete Event Simulation (DES). In DES, simulation progresses byex-
ecuting events in the order of their timestamps. All events are stored in the 
event queue in the ascending order of the timestamps. Then the event at the 
head is dequeued and executed and new events generated by this execution are 
queued. 
In TROWA, we use the following simple scheme to let the simulator clock 
synchronize with real time. First, the simulator gets the real clock value To 
when the simulation starts (the simulator clock is 0 at this moment). Then the 
simulator executes the next event as soon as the current value Tnow of the real 
clock satisfies Tnow - To ;:: Snext where Snext is the timestamp of the next event. 
As seen above, in real-time simulation each event should occur along the 
real clock and this differs from DES which processes each event right after the 
previous event. Therefore, in the proposed method, we use the waiting time 
between two events to execute low-priority events. We show the overview of the 
proposed event processing method in Fig. 5.1. In the proposed method, the 
simulator fragments each low-priority event into smaller processing units. Each 
processing unit should be small enough to be able to expect that its processing 
time is not greater than a certain threshold 8. Then the simulator executes 
each unit if residual waiting time is larger than 8. Even in this scheme, in order 
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to avoid too large delay of low-priority events, we should set their appropriate 
deadlines and prioritize them when their deadlines are approaching. 
To handle the PDU transmitted from real terminals, sockets ofreal terminals 
are polled after execution of each simulation event, and process PDUs imme-
diately if there are received PDUs. In addition, if there is no event that can 
be processed, the simulator waits until the processing time of the next event by 
watching the sockets. 
We think that my proposed method prioritizing simulation events can be 
applied to the existing parallel and distributed simulation techniques. It is 
important to consider that parallel simulation makes some processes (machines) 
wait for synchronization with other processes. This means that if some processes 
delay their low-priority events, it may make synchronization interval longer. 
Solving this problem in TROWA is part of my future work. 
5.2 Experiment 
In order to evaluate the proposed simulation method, we conducted some ex-
periments to validate the number of nodes that can be simulated in real time 
and the accuracy (timeliness) of the event processing time. 
In the experiments, we regarded mobility calculation events as low-priority 
events. We measured the delay from the real clock for each high- or low-priority 
event with and without the proposed method. Since my method sacrifices the 
preciseness of node positions to a certain degree by delaying position update 
events, we also measured the error of the nodes' positions to see the influence. 
We used an ordinary PC (Pentium4 3.40GHz, 2GB memory) for executing 
the simulator and two laptop PCs (PentiumM 1.6GHz, 1.5GB memory) as real 
terminals for executing application programs. In the experiment, the one real 
application send 1024 bytes data at 0.777s interval to the other application. 
The fixed simulated nodes are placed to let the simulated communication path 
between the real nodes be 3 hops. In addition, we also placed simulated nodes 
which follow the trace mobility with the 1 sec. interval granularity (moving 
nodes). Those nodes send single-hop broadcast packets at the interval randomly 
chosen between 10 sec. and 20 sec. The transmission range was set to 100 meters 
and the duration of the scenario was 100 sec. We used the application layer API. 
The size of the field was 500~ x 500m. The deadline of the mobility calculation 
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Figure 5.2: Running time of 100s simulation. 
event was set to 1 sec., so each position update event was allowed to be delayed 
just before the next position update event. 
In Fig. 5.2, we show the ratio of the actual running time (i.e., time to 
complete simulation in real clock) to the specified simulation time changing the 
number of moving nodes from 100 to 400. In the figure, "proposed" and "sim-
ple" represent the proposed method which executes low-priority events during 
waiting time and "simple method" which executes all events in the order of their 
timestamps, respectively. Fig. 5.2 suggests that with this simulation scenario 
we can simulate up to 250 nodes in real time. We can see a little overhead of 
the proposed method for over 300 nodes. 
Next, in Fig. 5.3, we show the average delay and confidence interval (95%) of 
the time when the events were actually processed from the real clock, changing 
the number of nodes. The figure shows that the proposed technique can reduce 
the average delay of the high-priority events by up to 25% by delaying low-
priority events. For the 300 nodes case, the delay of the high-priority events of 
"proposed" and "simple" were 2.2 sec. and 1.7 sec., respectively. As a result, in 
my current implementation and given settings, networks with up to 250 nodes 
can be simulated in real-time without serious delay. 
Fig. 5.4 shows the distribution of packet arrival interval to the application 
at the destination (real terminal). 'simulation' is the distribution of packet 
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Figure 5.6: Average distance of the node location. 
arrival interval in the simulation time when we use the sequential (not real-
time) simulation and the application implemented in the simulator instead of 
real application. The number of moving nodes was set to 0 or 250. We assume 
that 'simulation' is the ideal distribution. The difference of 'proposed' and 
'simple' from 'simulation' depends on the delay of high-priority events in Fig. 
5.3. Also, Fig. 5.5 shows the variance of packet arrival interval of the above 
case. The ideal value (,simulation' in Fig. 5.4) is close to O. We can see that 
my proposed method reduces the variance. 
Next, we show the average distance of the moving nodes' positions between 
with and without the proposed prioritizing method in Fig. 5.6. The error was 
sampled just before the update of the node positions in the proposed method. 
We can say that the difference is really small compared with the transmission 
range (100m), so the impact of this difference on the accuracy of simulation 
results is expected to be quite small. 
5.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we explained the real-time simulation method used in the Mo-
biREAL simulator and introduced the real-time simulation technique by priori-
tizing some simulation events. The MobiREAL simulator processes the network 
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simulation events prior to the mobility simulation events, focusing on the differ-
ence of the time-scale between the network simulation events and the mobility 
simulation events. Of course, the proposed method can be applied to other sep-
aration policies of simulation events. The experimental results were shown and 
the average delay of the prioritized event is reduced by up to 25% while keeping 
the location error small enough. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we have introduced a realistic mobility model called Urban Pedes-
trian Flows for the wireless network simulation in the city section environment, 
and a wireless network simulator MobiREAL which incorporates a relational 
mobility description model called Condition Probability Event and run-time 
mobility operation function using real-time simulation. 
By the UPF model, we can reproduce realistic pedestrian flows from data 
obtained by simple observation such as fixed-point observation using digital 
cameras or web cameras. To my best knowledge, no existing method considers 
this research direction. Also, through some experiments, we showed that we 
could design several MANET protocols and applications and verify their per-
formance on the network topology, which was created by the UPF model and 
had never appeared in the existing random-based mobility models. 
In addition, using the CPE model, we can enhance the reality of the mi-
croscopic mobility such as stopping at traffic signals and slowing down due to 
congestion. The relation between the network application and node mobility 
can also be described by this model, so the mobility and the network status 
may affect each other in the scenario produced by the CPE model. We have 
shown that dynamic behavior change reproduced by the CPE model affects the 
performance of the MANET system through the case-study. The discussion 
about the reality and the influence of this mobility still remains for future re-
search, though we believe that my UPF jCPE framework provides reasonable 
fidelity of mobility modeling to conduct the performance evaluation of MANET 
systems in realistic environments. 
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Moreover, application programs on real mobile terminals can be tested and 
verified through the simulated network in the MobiREAL simulator. We can 
modify the movement of some specified mobile nodes and/or to give user inputs 
to the application programs running on those mobile terminals in real-time. 
Usually, we reproduce the specific situation for the worst-case test and the debug 
with an artificial and unrealistic movement of nodes or wait until accidentally 
occurs. However, the run-time operation function allows users to create and try 
various situations by removing implementation process that may need a large 
cost. For example, in order to validate the performance of route repair process 
in MANET routing protocols in realistic environment, it is very difficult to know 
in advance on which nodes the route is established due to dynamics of network 
topology and unpredicted movement of nodes in real environment. Actually, we 
have evaluated this situation in my experiment, as well as another experiment 
which tested user perception on VoIP quality over MANET. 
My future work includes more detailed validation of the influence and fi-
delity of my mobility models, comparison of my mobility models and real traces, 
and the evaluation of several mobile ad-hoc communication protocols using the 
UPF/CPE mobility. The MobiREAL simulator supports parallelized DES [56]. 
We also plan to speed up event processing by combining the DES and proposed 
event prioritizing method for the real-time simulation. 
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